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Figure 1: Interactive character animation with a 4D parametric motion graph
Abstract
A 4D parametric motion graph representation is presented for in-
teractive animation from actor performance capture in a multiple
camera studio. The representation is based on a 4D model database
of temporally aligned mesh sequence reconstructions for multiple
motions. High-level movement controls such as speed and direction
are achieved by blending multiple mesh sequences of related mo-
tions. A real-time mesh sequence blending approach is introduced
which combines the realistic deformation of previous non-linear so-
lutions with efficient online computation. Transitions between dif-
ferent parametric motion spaces are evaluated in real-time based on
surface shape and motion similarity. 4D parametric motion graphs
allow real-time interactive character animation while preserving the
natural dynamics of the captured performance.
CR Categories: I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and Realism—;
Keywords: character animation, 3D video, real-time animation
1 Introduction
Current interactive character authoring pipelines commonly con-
sist of two steps: modelling and rigging of the character model
which may be based on photographic reference or high-resolution
3D laser scans; and move-trees based on a database of skeletal mo-
tion capture together with inverse dynamic and kinematic solvers
for secondary motion. Motion graphs [Arikan and Forsyth 2002;
Kovar et al. 2002; Lee et al. 2002] and parameterised skeletal mo-
tion spaces [Heck and Gleicher 2007; Rose et al. 1998] enable rep-
resentation and real-time interactive control of character movement
from motion capture data. Authoring interactive characters requires
a high-level of manual editing to achieve acceptable realism of ap-
pearance and movement.
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Recent advances in performance capture [de Aguiar et al. 2008;
Vlasic et al. 2008; Starck and Hilton 2007; Xu et al. 2011] have
demonstrated highly realistic reconstruction and 4D representation
as temporally coherent mesh sequences. This allows replay of the
captured performance with free-viewpoint rendering and composit-
ing of performance in post-production whilst maintaining photo-
realism [Zitnick et al. 2004]. Captured sequences have subse-
quently been exploited for retargeting surface motion to other char-
acters [Baran et al. 2009] and analysis of cloth motion to simu-
late novel animations through manipulation of skeletal motion and
simulation of secondary cloth movement [Stoll et al. 2010]. Re-
cent work exploited multiview skeletal tracking to index a video
database enabling realistic offline character animation [Xu et al.
2011].
In this paper we present a 4D parametric motion graph representa-
tion for real-time interactive animation from a database of captured
4D mesh sequences. The principal contribution is the introduction
of methods for high-level parametric control and transition between
multiple motions which enable real-time animation from a database
of mesh sequences whilst preserving the captured dynamics. Our
main contributions are:
• Parameterisation of 4D models for interactive control: high-
level motion parameterisation is introduced by real-time
blending of multiple captured mesh sequences with hybrid
non-linear deformation. This leads to parametric control of
mesh sequences analogous to approaches for skeletal motion
capture [Rose et al. 1998].
• Parametric motion graph representation of a database of 4D
mesh sequences for interactive animation: a database of mesh
sequences is represented in a graph-structure with nodes rep-
resenting parameterised motions, and edges transitions be-
tween motions which preserve surface shape and non-rigid
motion. This representation allows real-time interactive con-
trol analogous to skeletal move-trees or parametric motion
graphs [Heck and Gleicher 2007].
• Online path optimisation for transition between parametric
motion spaces with low-latency. This allows responsive in-
teractive character control without delays in transitioning be-
tween motions.
Results are presented for interactive animation of character models
constructed from databases of captured performance sequences for
a variety of movements. Character animations preserve the dynam-
ics of the captured movement whilst allowing continuous interac-
tive motion control. This demonstrates the potential of the approach
as a methodology for authoring novel interactive 3D characters.
2 Related work
4D video-based performance reconstruction: Kanade et al.
[Kanade and Rander 1997] pioneered the reconstruction of 3D
mesh sequences of human performance for free-viewpoint replay
with the Virtualized RealityTM system using a 5m dome with
51 cameras. Multiple view video reconstruction results in an un-
structured mesh sequence with an independent mesh at each frame.
Advances in performance capture from video have enabled recon-
struction of mesh sequences for human performance capturing the
detailed deformation of clothing and hair [de Aguiar et al. 2008;
Starck and Hilton 2007; Vlasic et al. 2008; Zitnick et al. 2004].
These approaches achieve a free-viewpoint rendering quality com-
parable to the captured video but are limited to performance re-
play. A critical step for editing and reuse of 4D performance cap-
ture is the temporal alignment of captured mesh sequences to ob-
tain a consistent mesh structure with surface correspondence over
time. A number of approaches have been proposed for temporal
alignment of mesh sequences based on sequential frame-to-frame
surface tracking. These can be categorised into two methodolo-
gies: model-based approaches which align a prior model of the
surface with successive frames [Carranza et al. 2003; de Aguiar
et al. 2008; Vlasic et al. 2008]; and surface-tracking or scene flow
approaches which do not assume prior knowledge of the surface
structure [Cagniart et al. 2010; Vedula et al. 2005; Wand et al.
2009]. Sequential alignment approaches have three inherent lim-
itations: accumulation of errors in frame-to-frame alignment re-
sulting in drift in correspondence over time; gross-errors for large
non-rigid deformations which occur with rapid movements requir-
ing manual correction; and sequential approaches are limited to
alignment across single sequences. Non-sequential alignment ap-
proaches [Huang et al. 2011; Tung and Matsuyama 2010] have
recently been introduced to overcome these limitations and allow
alignment of databases of mesh sequences into a coherent mesh
structure. This allows the construction of 4D models of temporally
coherent mesh sequences from multiple view video performance
capture, as used in this work.
Reuse and editing of 4D performance capture: To date the pri-
mary focus for research in 4D performance capture has been free-
viewpoint video replay without modification or editing of the con-
tent. The lack of temporal coherence in the mesh sequence has
prohibited the development of simple methods for manipulation.
Animation from databases of mesh sequences of actor performance
has been demonstrated by concatenating segments of captured se-
quences [Huang P. 2009; Starck et al. 2005]. This approach is
analogous to previous example-based approaches to concatenative
synthesis used for 2D video [Bregler et al. 1997; Schodl et al.
2000; Flagg et al. 2009] and motion graphs used for skeletal mo-
tion capture [Kovar et al. 2002; Arikan and Forsyth 2002]. Re-
cently, example-based approaches through resampling video se-
quences have been extended to body motion [Xu et al. 2011; Flagg
et al. 2009] allowing offline animation via key-frame or skeletal
motion. These approaches preserve the realism of the captured se-
quences in rendering but are limited to replaying segments of the
captured motion examples and do not allow the flexibility of con-
ventional animation. More general free-form mesh sequence edit-
ing frameworks have been proposed [Kircher and Garland 2008; Xu
et al. 2007]. However, the application of this approach to captured
mesh sequences has been limited due to the requirement for a tem-
porally coherent mesh structure. A central objective of this work
Figure 2: Illustration of a 4D parametric motion graph show-
ing four nodes with parameterised motion spaces: walk (top) pa-
rameterised for speed and direction; long-jump (bottom-left) pa-
rameterised for length; jump-up (bottom-middle) parameterised for
height; and reach (bottom-right) parameterised for hand location
is to allow real-time interactive control available in conventional
animation with captured 4D mesh sequences.
Reuse and editing of skeletal performance capture: Marker-
based technologies are widely used for skeletal performance cap-
ture. Since the introduction of skeletal performance capture to the
entertainment industry in the early 90’s a range of techniques to
support editing and reuse have been developed. Space-time edit-
ing techniques [Gleicher 1997; Lee and Shin 1999; Popovic and
Witkin 1999] provide powerful tools for interactive motion editing
via key-frame manipulation. [Brundelin and Williams 1995] intro-
duced parametric motion control by interpolating pairs of skeletal
motions. Parametric motion synthesis was extended to blending
multiple examples to create a parameterised skeletal motion space
[Wiley and Hahn 1997; Rose et al. 1998; Kovar and Gleicher 2004;
Mukai and Kuriyama 2005]. This allows continuous interactive
motion control through high-level parameters such as velocity for
walking or hand position for reaching. Skeletal motion graphs [Ko-
var et al. 2002; Arikan and Forsyth 2002; Lee et al. 2002] synthe-
sise novel animations from a database of examples by concatenating
segments of skeletal motion capture allowing transitions between a
wide range of motions. [Heck and Gleicher 2007] introduced para-
metric motion graphs combining skeletal motion parameterisation
with motion graphs to allow interactive character animation for a
wide-range of motions with high-level continuous control. These
approaches have enabled flexible editing and reuse of skeletal mo-
tion capture for character animation. This paper introduces anal-
ogous parameterisation for 4D performance capture to allow real-
time interactive animation control.
3 4D Parametric Motion Graph
In this section we introduce a 4D parametric motion graph represen-
tation for interactive animation from a database of 4D movement
sequences. Given a 4D performance database of mesh sequences
for different movements with a consistent mesh structure at every
frame we first achieve parametric control by combining multiple
sequences of related motions. This gives a parametrierised mo-
tion space controlled by high-level parameters (for example walk
speed/direction or jump height/length). Parameterised motions are
combined in a motion graph to allow transitions between different
motions. For both motion parametrisation and transitions based on
(a) Walk-to-run motion parameterisation with speed parameter
from walk (green) to run (yellow)
(b) Jump motion parameterisation with distance parameter from
short (red) to long (orange)
(c) Jump motion parameterisation with height parameter from low
(white) to high (purple)
Figure 3: Examples of parameterised motions between two motion
sequences with continuous parameter variation (every 5th frame)
4D mesh sequences it is necessary to introduce techniques which
preserve the surface motion whilst allowing real-time interaction.
The 4D parametric motion graph representation allows interactive
real-time control of character animation from a database of captured
mesh sequences.
The 4D parametric motion graph represents the set of character mo-
tions and transitions which can be controlled interactively at run-
time from a 4D performance capture database. Parameterised sets
of motions form the graph nodes each representing a distinct set
of motions which the character can perform with associated user-
controlled animation parameters. The problem is then to define
the graph edges which allow smooth transition between motions
at run-time whilst maintaining real-time interactive control of the
character motion. The parameter space for each node is continu-
ous and we cannot therefore pre-compute all possible optimal tran-
sitions between parameterised motions. We therefore introduce a
real-time approach to evaluate the optimal motion transitions with
low-latency. Figure 2 shows a simple 4D parametric motion graph
with nodes for four motions: walk with parameters for speed and
direction; long-jump with parameters for length; jump-up with pa-
rameters for height; and reach with parameters for hand position.
The arrows between nodes indicate possible transitions and the ar-
rows to the same node indicate loops for cyclic motion.
3.1 Mesh Sequence Parametrisation
Interactive animation requires the combination of multiple captured
mesh sequences to allow continuous real-time control of movement
with intuitive high-level parameters such as speed and direction
for walking or height and distance for jumping. Methods for pa-
rameterisation of skeletal motion capture have previously been in-
troduced [Kovar and Gleicher 2004; Rose et al. 1998; Mukai and
Kuriyama 2005] based on linear interpolation of joint angles. Lin-
ear blending of meshes is computationally efficient but may result
in unrealistic deformation or mesh collapse if there are significant
differences in shape. Non-linear blending of meshes produces supe-
rior deformation [Kircher and Garland 2008; Sorkine 2006; Sumner
and Popovic 2004; Xu et al. 2007] but commonly requires least-
squares solution of a system of equations which is prohibitive for
real-time interaction.
Three steps are required to achieve high-level parametric control
from mesh sequences: time-warping to align the mesh sequences;
non-linear mesh blending of the time-warped sequences; and map-
ping from low level blending weights to high-level parameters
(speed, direction, etc.). In this section we focus on real-time non-
linear mesh blending which is the novel contribution of this work.
As in previous work on skeletal motion parameterisation we assume
that individual mesh sequences Mi(t) are temporally aligned by a
continuous time-warp function t = f(ti) [Brundelin and Williams
1995; Witkin and Popovic 1995] which aligns corresponding poses
prior to blending such that t ∈ [0, 1] for all sequences.
3.1.1 Real-Time Hybrid Non-Linear Mesh Sequence Blending
In this work we introduce a real-time approach to mesh blending
which exploits offline pre-computation of non-linear deformation
for a small set of intermediate parameter values. Our approach,
referred to as hybrid non-linear blending, is a piece-wise linear in-
terpolation of non-linear interpolated intermediate meshes. Differ-
ences between the linear and non-linear mesh deformation are pre-
computed and used to correct errors in linear deformation. This
approach allows approximation of the non-linear deformation to
within a user-specified tolerance whilst allowing real-time com-
putation with a similar cost to linear blending. The price paid is
a modest increase in memory required to store intermediate non-
linear mesh displacements for blending.
Given a set of N temporally aligned mesh sequences M =
{Mi(t)}Ni=1 of the same or similar motions (e.g. walk and run)
we want to compute a blended mesh deformation according to a
set of weights w = {wi}Ni=1: MNL(t,w) = b(M,w), where b()
is a non-linear blend function which interpolates the rotation and
change in shape independently for each element on the mesh ac-
cording to the weights w and performs a least-squares solution to
obtain the resulting mesh MNL(t,w). This non-linear operation
can be performed offline using existing approaches [Kircher and
Garland 2008; Sorkine 2006; Sumner and Popovic 2004; Xu et al.
2007], throughout this work we employ a volumetric Laplacian de-
formation framework based on [Sorkine 2006].
Linear vertex blending gives an approximate mesh ML(t,w) as a
weighted sum of vertex positions: ML(t) = 1∑
wi
∑
wiMi(t),
where wiMi(t) denotes the product of the mesh vertex posi-
tions with weight wi. Given the non-linear mesh deformation
MNL(t,w) and linear approximation ML(t,w) we can evaluate
a displacement field: DNL(t,w) = MNL(t,w)−ML(t,w). The
exact non-linear deformation for blend weights w can then be re-
covered by linear interpolation together with a non-linear correc-
tion: MNL(t,w) = ML(t,w) +DNL(t,w). Note that for blend-
ing between mesh sequences of similar motions linear blending
will give a reasonable approximation for large parts of the surface
DNL(t,w) ≈ 0, this allows efficient representation of regions with
significant non-linear deformation DNL(t,w) > .
To accurately approximate the non-linear deformation for blend-
ing a set of N reference meshes M with arbitrary weights w
we pre-compute the non-linear displacement field DNL(t,wj) at
a discrete set of intermediate weight values wj to give an addi-
tional set ofNNL reference meshes for interpolation: Mj(t,wj) =
ML(t,wj) + DNL(t,wj). Real-time online interpolation is then
performed using a linear vertex blending with the non-linear cor-
rection:
M(t,w) =
N+NNL∑
j=1
g(w,wj)(ML(t,wj) +DNL(t,wj)) (1)
where g(w,wj) is a weight function giving a linear blend of
Figure 4: Comparison of blending between two meshes (left, right) using linear (top row), non-linear (bottom row) and the proposed real-time
hybrid solution to non-linear mesh blending with one reference (2nd row) and three references (3rd row). Heat-maps show errors vs. non-
linear blending from dark-blue (zero) to red (maximum). The 2nd row shows that our hybrid method with one reference gives a reasonable
approximation to the non-linear result.
Method Max. Error Time
Linear 14.38 % 0.008 sec / frame
Hybrid 1 reference 3.67 % 0.015 sec / frame
Hybrid 3 references 1.60 % 0.017 sec / frame
Non-linear 0.00 % 0.749 sec / frame
Table 1: Maximum vertex displacement error with respect to non-
linear blending as a percentage of model size for in meshes in Fig-
ure 4.
the nearest pair of reference meshes for each weight wi ∈ w
and zero for all others. Equation 1 gives an exact solution at
the reference meshes and an interpolation of the nearest reference
meshes elsewhere. Recursive bisection subdivision of the weight
space w is performed to evaluate a set of non-linearly interpo-
lated reference meshes such that for all w the approximation error
|MNL(t,w) −M(t,w)| < . Typically for interpolation of mesh
sequences representing related motions only a single subdivision is
required.
3.1.2 Evaluation of Hybrid Non-Linear Blending
Hybrid non-linear mesh blending allows accurate approximation of
non-linear mesh deformation whilst maintaining the computational
performance of linear blending to allow real-time interactive anima-
tion. Figure 4 presents a comparison of errors for linear blending
with the proposed hybrid non-linear approach with one and three in-
terpolated reference mesh. Table 1 presents quantitative results for
error and CPU-time. This shows that the proposed real-time hybrid
non-linear mesh blending approach achieves accurate approxima-
tion even with a single intermediate non-linear displacement map
(2nd row) whereas linear blending results in large errors (top).
Figure 5 characterises the representation error and storage cost
against number of subdivisions for different error thresholds . Fig-
ure 5(b) shows that there is a relatively small error reduction for
thresholds below 5mm while there the memory usage increases sig-
nificantly. This is caused by the 5mm resolution of the original
database such that details below this level are not reconstructed.
3.1.3 High-Level Parametric Control
High-level parametric control is achieved by learning a mapping
function h(w) between the blend weights and user specified motion
parameters p. As in skeletal motion blending the blend weights do
not provide an intuitive parameterisation of the motion. We there-
fore learn a mapping w = h−1(p) from the user-specified param-
eter to the corresponding blend weights required to generate the
desired motion. Motion parameters p are high-level user specified
controls for a particular class of motions such as speed and direc-
tion for walk or run, end-effector position for reaching, or height
and distance for a jump. The inverse mapping function h−1() from
parameters to weights can be constructed by a discrete sampling
of the weight space w and evaluation of the corresponding motion
parameters p [Kovar and Gleicher 2004].
3.2 Motion Transitions
Transitions between parameterised spaces for different motions in
the 4D motion graph are required to allow interactive character an-
imation with multiple motions. Natural transitions require a sim-
ilar shape and non-rigid motion in both spaces. In addition, for
responsive interaction in real-time character control it is important
to ensure low latency between the user input and motion transition.
Previous parametric motion graphs [Heck and Gleicher 2007] based
on skeletal motion sequences pre-computed a discrete set of good
transitions by evaluating the similarity in pose and motion between
paris of source and target points. To limit the memory required a
fixed number of good transitions are stored and interpolated at run-
time. Pre-computation of a fixed set of transitions can result in a
relatively high latency due to the delay between the current state
and next pre-computed good transition.
We introduce an alternative approach which does not require the
pre-computation of a discrete set of transitions. Optimal transitions
are computed at run-time based on the current state in the source
space and desired state in the target motion space. This approach
has two advantages: transitions are not limited to a pre-computed
fixed set allowing the best transition for a given starting point to be
evaluated at run-time; and transition points can be evaluated on the
fly to minimise latency whilst ensuring a smooth transition.
(a) Maximum displacement error of the hybrid method, depend-
ing on the number of subdivisions and threshold 
(b) Memory in MB of the precomputed matrix DNL, depend-
ing on number of subdivisions and threshold 
Figure 5: Evaluation of the maximum error and memory usage of the hybrid blending method.
Figure 6: Illustration of the transition between two parameterised
motion space showing the trellis of candidate transition frames
A parameterised motion is defined as a mesh sequence Mr(tr,pr)
where pr ∈ <Nr is the set of user controlled parameters for the
rth motion class. Each parameterised motion Mr(tr,pr) is com-
puted from a set of 4D mesh sequences {Mri (t)}N
r
i=1 according to
Equation (1). Given a current source state Ms(ts,ps) and a target
state M t(tt,pt) the problem is then to find the optimal transition
path at run-time. To evaluate the best transition path Popt online we
optimise a cost function representing the trade-off between similar-
ity in mesh shape and motion at transition, ES(P ), and the latency,
EL(P ), or delay in transition for a path P between the source state
Ms(ts,ps) and target state M t(tt,pt) :
Popt = arg min
P∈Ω
(ES(P ) + λEL(P )) (2)
where λ defines the trade-off between transition similarity and la-
tency (λ = 5 throughout this work). The transition path P is
optimised over a trellis of frames starting at the current frame
Ms(ts,ps) in the source motion space and a trellis ending at the
target frame M t(tt,pt) in the target motion space as illustrated in
Figure 6. The trellis is sampled forward in time at discrete inter-
vals in time ∆t and parameters ∆p up to a maximum depth lmax
in the source space. Similarly from the target frame a trellis is con-
structed going backward in time. This defines a set of candidate
paths P ∈ Ω with transition points between each pair of frames in
the source and target trellis. For a path P the latency cost EL(P )
is measured as the number of frames in the path P between the
source and target frames. Transition similarity cost ES(P ) is mea-
sured as the similarity in mesh shape and motion at the transition
point between the source and target motion space for the path P .
3.2.1 Transition Similarity Cost
The mesh and motion similarity between any two source and target
frames s(Ms(ts,ps),M t(tt,pt)) is defined as follows. As the
vertex correspondence between the source and target meshes are
known we can compute the shape and motion similarity between
any pair of meshes. The Euclidean distances between their vertex
positions and velocities gives a distance: d(Mi,Mj) = 1Nv (‖Xi−
Xj‖2+λ‖Vi−Vj‖2) where vertex velocity Vi(t) = Xi(t)−Xi(t−
1). Similarity is then computed by normalising by the maximum
distance: s(Mi,Mj) = 1− d(Mi,Mj)max(d(Mi,Mj)) .
Evaluation of this similarity s(Ms(ts,ps),M t(tt,pt)) between
pairs of frames in a continuous parametric motion space is pro-
hibitively expensive for online computation. Real-time computa-
tion can be achieved by approximating the similarity using an inter-
polation of the corresponding pre-computed similarity between the
mesh sequences used to build the source and target motion spaces.
For each pair of source Msi (tu) and target M
t
j (tv) input
mesh sequences we evaluate the shape and motion similarity
s(Msi (tu),M
t
j (tv)) for all frames tu ∈ [0, Ti], tv ∈ [0, Tj ] giving
a shape similarity matrix Sstij (u, v). Online real-time computation
of the shape similarity for the source and target mesh is then eval-
uated as a weighted sum of the similarity for all source and target
mesh pairs based on the motion parameters p. For convex weights
w = h−1(p) ∈ [0, 1] it can be shown that the following inequality
holds (see supplementary material for proof):
s(Ms(ts,ps),M t(tt,pt)) ≥
Ns∑
i=1
Nt∑
j=1
wsiw
t
js(M
s
i (t
s),M tj (t
t))
≥ wsS>(wt)> (3)
Thus a lower-bound on the similarity between any two frames in
the parameterised source and target motion space can be evaluated
by a sum of the weighted similarity between the source and tar-
get mesh sequences. As the pairwise sequence similarities can be
pre-computed, evaluation of the maximum lower-bound on simi-
larity between any point in the two parameterised spaces can be
efficiently computed at run-time. If ws and wt are the source and
target weight vectors then we can evaluate the maximum similarity
(a) 1 transition precomputed (b) 5 transition precomputed
(c) Online with depth = 12 (d) Online with depth = 10
(e) Online with depth = 5 (f) Online with depth = 3
Figure 7: Comparison of the same transition between a run motion
α = 0.9 of the parametric space showed in Figure 3(a) to a jump
motion alpha = 0.5 of the parametric space showed in Figure
3(b). In yellow, source Ms(ts,ps) and target M t(tt,pt) meshes.
In pink the meshes computed to transition.
according to equation (3). S is the Ns ×N t matrix of similarities
between Ns source and N t target mesh sequences, which com-
prises pre-computed similarities from Sstij .
The optimal transition path Popt for a given source frame (current
state) and target frame (end state) is evaluated according to equa-
tion 2 at run-time by evaluating the cost for all paths in the trel-
lis defining possible transition between the source and target mo-
tion spaces. The similarity cost ES(P ) for path P is defined as
the simililarity at the transition frames between the source and tar-
get motion spaces evaluated according to equation 3: ES(P ) =
s(Ms(ts,ps),M t(tt,pt)). The optimal path Popt can be evalu-
ated with low-latency at run-time because computation of the simi-
larity cost by interpolation, equation 3, is computationally efficient.
3.2.2 Transition Performance Evaluation
Performance of the proposed online approach has been evaluated
against an offline method in which a fixed set of the n best transi-
tions between two parametric spaces was precomputed and stored.
Table 2 presents quantitative results for transition cost, latency and
computation time averaged over 50 transitions with random start
and end points in the source and target motion space. Results
demonstrate that the proposed online path optimisation achieves
lower latency (delay in transition) for a similar transition cost,
whilst maintaining real-time performance for evaluation of tran-
sitions (<0.2ms/transition). Pre-computation of fixed transitions
gives a marginally lower similarity as it selects the best transition
points, but results in significantly higher latency.
Figure 7 shows a qualitative comparison of the same transitions
using 6 different configurations (results are also presented in the
supplementary1 video). Figures 7(a,b) show results with 1 and 5
precomputed transitions respectively. This demonstrates the rela-
tively high-latency with a large number of transition frames (pink).
Figures 7(c-f) shows the performance of the proposed online path
optimisation approach using trellis depths (lmax) of 12, 10, 5 and 3.
A smooth transition with reduced latency (smaller number of tran-
sition frames) is produced for online path optimisation with a trellis
depth of 12 and 10 as shown in Figures 7(c,d)). Figures 7(e,f) show
that as the trellis depth is reduced to 5 and 3 unnatural jumps in
the motion appear at the transition, this is due to the restricted path
optimisation not finding a good transition point between the motion
spaces within the trellis.
In this work we use time step size ∆t = αT and parameter step
size ∆p = α(pmax − pmin) with α = 0.1, where the parameter
range between the interpolated motion samples is [pmin,pmax].
4 Results and Applications
Datasets used in this work are reconstructed from multiple view
video capture of actor performance with 8 HD cameras equally
spaced in a circle and capture volume 5m2 × 2m. Reconstruc-
tion is performed using multi-view stereo [Starck and Hilton 2007]
followed by temporal alignment of all frames to have a consistent
mesh structure. Parametric motion spaces are then constructed from
related motions. In this work we use a single intermediate mesh
for hybrid non-linear interpolation which gives accurate approxi-
mate. 4D parametric motion graphs are constructed using 10 mo-
tions (walk, run, left turn, right turn, reach low/high, jump low/high
and jump short/long) of 20-80 frames each with a 3000 vertex mesh.
Examples of interactive character animation from 4D performance
capture are shown in Figures 1 and 8(a,b). Meshes are coloured
to show the motion space and parameter change. The accompa-
nying video shows the real-time interactive animation control and
motion transitions. Character animation runs at interactive rates
>50Hz with all parameter control and transitions evaluated on a sin-
gle CPU. Results demonstrate that the 4D parametric motion graph
enables interactive control with smooth variation in character mo-
tion in response to changes in high-level parameters. Figure 8(c)
shows another application for real-time character animation where
the user interactively sets a path defined by a set of contiguous
Be´zier curves, which the character automatically follows by find-
ing the path in the graph that best satisfies user constraints.
5 Discussion
The results presented in this paper demonstrate the potential for in-
teractive character animation from 4D performance capture. Mesh-
sequence parameterisation and the parametric surface motion graph
representation enable real-time interaction with high-level move-
ment control. Limitations of the current implementation include:
• 4D performance capture: Although not addressed in this paper
current reconstruction of actor performance and subsequent
temporal alignment into a database of sequences achieves re-
alistic results but contains errors. Average errors are in the or-
der of 1− 2cm rms for reconstruction and alignment but may
be larger for rapid movement where large inter-frame defor-
mations occur requiring manual correction. This level of error
can result in loss of surface detail and surface noise which is
visible in the resulting animated models unless textured with
the observed surface appearance. Further research is required
1Supplementary video: http://vimeo.com/33399136
Method ES(Popt) λEL(Popt) Latency(s) online CPU time (s) offline CPU time (s)
1 Precomputed 251.10 207.00 1.656 0.000005 93.32
5 Precomputed 236.13 191.59 1.533 0.000007 93.32
10 Precomputed 237.28 208.38 1.444 0.000010 93.32
Online depth = 12 254.41 166.99 1.336 0.000190 12.56
Online depth = 10 276.30 116.63 0.933 0.000085 12.56
Table 2: Comparison of transition cost, latency and computation time for pre-computed fixed transitions with the proposed online
computation(λ = 5, frame-rate= 0.04s). Cost and computation times are average values of 50 randomly generated transitions for each
method between walk/run and long/short jump parametric motion spaces.
to improve algorithms for reconstruction and alignment to al-
low animation without visible artefacts.
• Mesh sequence parameterisation: A hybrid approach to ap-
proximate non-linear blending whilst maintaining real-time
performance is proposed for parameterisation of multiple se-
quences of related motions. This combines the realistic mesh
deformation of non-linear approaches [Kircher and Garland
2008; Sorkine 2006; Sumner and Popovic 2004; Xu et al.
2007] with the efficiency of linear blending and is demon-
strated to give an accurate approximation with real-time per-
formance (<10ms/frame). This approach requires a small
number of additional intermediate non-linear displacement
maps to be pre-computed for each parameterised motion.
• Transitions in high-dimensional parametric spaces: Online
computation of transitions between motion spaces with up to
3 parameters can be performed in real-time (< 0.2ms). On-
line optimisation of transition paths is shown to give reduced
latency compared to fixed precomputed transitions. This al-
lows optimal transitions to be computed with respect to the
current state. Higher-dimensional spaces require an exponen-
tially increasing number of candidate transitions to be evalu-
ated. GPU implementation and pre-computation of transitions
costs could be employed at the expense of increased storage
and fixed transitions locations leading to increased latency.
6 Conclusion
A system for real-time interactive character animation from 4D ac-
tor performance capture has been presented. The approach is based
on a database of temporally aligned mesh sequence reconstructions
of an actor performing multiple motions. 4D parametric motion
graphs are introduced enabling movement control and transition be-
tween different motions. Real-time continuous high-level paramet-
ric motion control is achieved by blending multiple mesh sequences
of related motions. A hybrid mesh sequence blending approach
is introduced which combines the realistic deformation achieved
with non-linear blending [Kircher and Garland 2008; Sorkine 2006;
Sumner and Popovic 2004; Xu et al. 2007] with the real-time per-
formance of linear blending. Natural transitions between different
parametric motion spaces are evaluated in real-time through a tran-
sition path optimisation based on shape, non-rigid motion similarity
and latency. Online transition optimisation from the current source
state is demonstrated to reduce latency whilst maintaining real-time
performance. This representation allows interactive animation from
mesh sequences which is analogous to approaches previously in-
troduced skeletal data [Heck and Gleicher 2007; Rose et al. 1998;
Kovar et al. 2002; Arikan and Forsyth 2002]. Results for a CPU
based implementation of the parametric control and motion transi-
tions demonstrate a frame-rate >50Hz for a mesh of 3000 vertices.
4D parametric motion graphs provide an approach to real-time in-
teractive animation from a database of mesh sequences of recon-
structed actor performance while preserving the captured dynamics
and appearance. Further research is required to improve the resolu-
tion of both reconstruction and temporal mesh sequence alignment.
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